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Determine HOW the Arctic atmosphere is evolving:  
• Long term monitoring 
• International programs (GAW, AMAP, BSRN etc.) 
• Data coordination 

BUT 
Also emphasis  WHY the Arctic atmosphere is changing 
• Process Studies 
• Research grade observations 
• Model Support 

ALSO 
Need to respond to the NOW issues 

• Sudden events 
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Each observatory is autonomous 
!  Separate funding 
!  Separate objectives 
!  Separate management 
!  Unique circumstances 

!  (Alert is a military base, Barrow is a local community, 
!  Summit is a science station, Eureka is a weather 

station, Tiksi is a community and a multi-National effort) 
!  The operation of each observatory is a daily 

challenge 

IASOA has to be an “integrating” function, not a 
“controlling” function 



Atmospheric Science and the IPY 

Very few Arctic atmosphere projects – even less went 
forward……….. 



Thinking forward on implementing agreements 
“Arctic treaty”  cannot be modeled after the Antarctic treaty but it may be 
possible to have something for atmospheric science which does not have 
the territorial issues of marine sciences? Weather Service and the postal 
service works) 

IASOA committee could propose an atmospheric science treaty 
between the 8 Arctic countries 



Organization of science sessions 
(T5-2H) Land-Based Atmospheric Arctic Observatory Networks 
Theme 5 -New frontiers, data practices, and directions in polar 

research.” 

IASOA can coordinate more sessions workshops and exchange programs 



Take advantage of marine and 
terrestrial coordination 
possibilities 

IASOA supports the concept of 
the International Polar Decade 

•  Russian Drifting Station 
•  IABP 
•  CALM 



Tiksi was a major infrastructure goal of IASOA that has had great coordination successes 



An IASOA Station Managers meeting will be a good start to  
addressing  logistics and operations issues 



www.iasoa.org 



Survey the already extensively available Arctic data sets and 
think hard abut how to extract integrate the information content 
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International Polar Year 
March 2007 – March 2009 

Sustained Arctic Observing Network 






